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[1] Estimation of arrival angles and incoming signals is a challenging problem for HF
channels where the signals are correlated and the separation between the signals can be
as low as a couple of degrees. In this paper, a new algorithm, Multipath Separation-
Direction of Arrival (MS-DOA), is developed to estimate both the arrival angles in
elevation and azimuth and the incoming signals at the output of the reference antenna
with very high accuracy. The MS-DOA algorithm provides reliable angle and signal
estimates even with small separation of arrival angles and for low SNRs. The minimum
number of antennas that are required by the algorithm is only one more than the number
of incoming signals. In a narrowed down region of interest and for a few incoming
signals, the computational search time for MS-DOA is only a couple of minutes in a
standard PC. INDEX TERMS: 6974 Radio Science: Signal processing; 6979 Radio Science: Space and

satellite communication; 2494 Ionosphere: Instruments and techniques; KEYWORDS: direction finding,

Multipath Separation, DOA estimation
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1. Introduction

[2] Ionospheric channels exhibit random space, time
and frequency variations which cause various degrading
effects on the transmitted signals including multipath and
polarization fading. Depending on the frequency spec-
trum of the transmitted signal, the structure of the iono-
sphere and Earth’s magnetic field, the electromagnetic
wave entering the ionosphere may split into ordinary (O)
and extraordinary (X) modes and also travel through
different paths each having its own time delay, polar-
ization, doppler spread, attenuation, wavenumber, group
delay and phase shift [Goodman, 1992]. Thus when
these modes from different layers and/or ground reflec-
tions are collected at the receiving antenna array, the
signals may add up destructively or constructively. This
situation is generally referred to as multipath fading. The
O and X modes undergo Faraday rotation and due to the

time variation of the electron content, the rotation angle
changes with time causing polarization fading at the
receiver array.
[3] For proper recovery of the transmitted signals, the

modes and mutipath components need to be successfully
separated at the receiver. There have been various efforts
to separate the modes and overcome the degrading effects
of fading. One major direction is to apply diversity
techniques including angle of arrival (AOA), polariza-
tion, frequency and time diversity to cope with multipath
and polarization fading. Although all of the diversity
methods have certain advantages, due to time, space
and frequency variant structure of the ionosphere, none
of the above listed diversity techniques is a universal
solution to the fading problem.
[4] One of the most commonly used adaptive receiver

for the fading multipath channel of HF has been the
RAKE receiver which is formed by two tapped delay
lines (or matched filters) and the outputs are compared
for decision making [Proakis, 1995]. The tap gains of the
delay lines are adjusted by cross correlating the received
signal by the reference signals at the receiver. Although
this kind of receiver has been in use for some time, it has
been demonstrated that its performance for channels with
even moderate Intersymbol Interference (ISI) is unac-
ceptable. Also, according to the data provided by the
International Telecommunications Union (ITU) on the
structure of the ionosphere, the time delay between two
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modes can be as high as 5 ms and as low as 1 ms
[International Telecommunications Union-Radiocommu-
nications (ITU-R), 1992]. Thus in order to accommo-
date and separate the modes, the total length of the
tapped delay line should be extremely large. This
requirement increases the computational complexity
and memory load and thus the system performance
degrades accordingly.
[5] The ordinary (O) and extraordinary (X) modes of

the electromagnetic wave in the ionosphere have orthog-
onal polarizations. Thus, ideally, by employing two
perpendicular antennas oriented according to the Earth’s
magnetic field components, these modes can be resolved
[Edjeou et al., 1993a; Afraimovich et al., 1999; Comp-
ton, 1981; Erhel et al., 1994]. In the ionosphere, O and X
modes travel with different wave vectors, different paths,
different time delays and different frequency shifts caus-
ing the modes to suffer different amplitude, phase and
polarization variations. The variation of the polarization
is also known as Faraday Rotation. The Faraday Rotation
is proportional to both the distance traveled and the
difference in wave numbers of the ordinary and extra-
ordinary modes. The wave number is a function of the
relative dielectric constant in which electron concentra-
tion is the major parameter. In order to apply this
technique successfully and separate the modes exactly
at the receiver site, the polarization properties of the
waves, the electron concentrations at the exit of the
ionosphere, and directions of the Earth’s magnetic field
components are need to be known at the receiver with
very high accuracy. Moreover, in the techniques that
separate the modes using the polarization components on
the orthogonal antennas, the components separated are
not necessarily the orthogonal components of the modes
at the exit of the ionosphere. Thus, although separation
of modes with this method is possible theoretically, the
results are not very reliable when various multimode
signals impinge on the antennas from multilayer iono-
sphere [Afraimovich et al., 1999; Compton, 1981]. The
mode separation using the orthogonality of polarization
method also produces erroneous results when the polar-
ization of the modes are linear (quasi transverse prop-
agation) instead of being circular [Edjeou et al., 1993a;
Erhel et al., 1994].
[6] Adaptive Direction Finding (DF) algorithms are

more commonly used to separate the signals arriving on
to the antenna array from various directions. All the
modes exiting the ionosphere arrive to the receiving
antenna with different elevation and azimuth angles.
Adaptive DF algorithms are used to determine these
arrival angles and thus separate the signals accordingly.
Although various methods are reported in the literature
for separation of multipath signals [Godara, 1997],
eigenstructure methods such as Multiple Signal Classi-
fication (MUSIC) [Schmidt, 1986], CLOSEST [Buckley

and Xu, 1990] and Estimation of Signal Parameters via
Rotational Invariance Techniques (ESPRIT) [Roy and
Kailath, 1989] are widely used since they can separate
the angles with high resolution. Although these techni-
ques are advantageous over the classical DF methods,
with typical homogeneous array apertures, the algorithms
fail to distinguish signals which are highly correlated (like
multipath signals) and the resolution capability may be a
couple of degrees [Godara, 1997; Pillau, 1989; Roy and
Kailath, 1989; Chenu-Tournier et al., 2000]. In order to
cope with these disadvantages, preprocessing techniques
like forward-backward smoothing are employed [God-
ara, 1997; Pillau, 1989; Williams et al., 1988]. Yet, in
order to use these preprocessing methods, the number of
antennas that are utilized in the receiving array has to be
doubled and also the computational complexity increases
[Pillau, 1989].
[7] Algebraic methods for deterministic source sepa-

ration and direction of arrival estimation have certain
advantages over the adaptive techniques [Van Der Veen,
1998]. These methods act on a block of data and do not
exploit the source statictics. The sources impinging on
the antenna array are determined as a collection of
eigenvalues and eigenvectors utilizing the subspace
properties of the antenna array response matrix [Van
Der Veen, 1998]. In this paper, we adopted the basic
algebraic subspace methods for blind source estimation
and developed an algorithm which can separate the
multipath modes successfully and find their arrival
angles with high accuracy. With typical array apertures,
the resolution capability of the developed method (which
will be called MS-DOA for Multipath Separation-Direc-
tion of Arrival) can get as low as 0.2 degrees without the
help of any preprocessing techniques. For homogeneous
arrays, the number of antennas that are required in the
array has to be one more than the number of incoming
signals. The developed technique also allows the user to
recover the multipath signals with very high accuracy. In
MS-DOA, both the array output vector and incoming
signal vector are expanded in terms of a basis vector set.
A linear system of equations equation is formed using
the coefficients of the basis vector for the array output
vector, the incoming signal vector and the array mani-
fold. The angles of arrival in elevation and azimuth are
obtained as the maximizers of the sum of the magnitude
squares of the projection of the signal coefficients on the
column space of the array manifold. Once the array
manifold is estimated then the incoming signals can also
be determined using the basis vectors and signal coef-
ficients. For certain array configurations, the search for
maximizing angles can be eliminated by using closed
form solutions of the constructed linear system [Yilmaz,
2000].
[8] In section 2, the channel simulation model which is

used to obtain synthetic signals is discussed. The simu-
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lated signals are then used to test the performance of the
new MS-DOA algorithm described in section 3 and the
results are provided in section 4.

2. HF Channel Simulation

[9] The reliability and error performance of direction
finding (DF) algorithms can be tested by making use of
sufficiently realistic synthetic signals obtained from a
computer simulation program which includes iono-
spheric multipath, free space propagation and receiving
antenna effects. In this simulation model, the receiving
array consists of L identical antennas and the sensors are
arranged in a coordinate system as shown in Figure 1.
The reference antenna is placed at r1 which is the origin
of this coordinate system. In order to obtain synthetic HF
signals, we implemented a channel model which consid-
ers each propagation mode as a separate signal. Thus, the

transmitted signal m(t) is received from a total of K
modes which are assumed to travel in K different paths
as denoted in Figure 2. The propagation of the wave is
examined in five different stages as denoted in Figure 2.
In the first stage, for each mode k, the transmitted signal
m(t) is convolved with the impulse response of the kth
mode to give the signal at the output of the ionosphere,
Ck(t). The second stage of the simulation consists of the
free space propagation path from the exit of the iono-
sphere to the reference antenna of the receiving array.
The effect of this free-space propagation path is modeled
by the function Fk(rk), which denotes the attenuation of
the magnitude of the wave and the phase shift at a
distance rk for the kth mode. In this model the signal
Ck(t) is considered to be radiated omnidirectionally with
a polarization assigned according to the Earth’s magnetic
field. This polarization vector is also included in Fk(rk).
In the third stage, white Gaussian noise, nk(t) = nk(t)n̂k, is

Figure 1. Incoming electric field and the coordinate system for the receiving array.
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added to the electromagnetic wave. Here, n̂k is the unit
vector for the noise added on the kth mode as shown in
Figure 2. The fourth stage consists of the reception of the
incoming wave by the reference antenna. The open
circuit voltage at the output of the reference antenna is
obtained by the dot product of Ek, the incident electric
field of the kth mode and the effective length of the
antenna, heff(qk, fk). Effective length is a function of
antenna polarization and antenna pattern and summarizes
the characteristics of the receiving antenna [Collin,
1985]. Using the schematic model provided in Figure 2,
the open circuit voltage at the reference antenna due to
the kth mode, yk(t), can be expressed as follows:

yk tð Þ ¼ Ck tð ÞFk rkð Þ þ nk tð Þf g � heff qk ; fkð Þ: ð1Þ

In the last stage of simulation, the voltage waveforms at
the output of each antenna in the sensor array are
obtained. The output signal of the lth antenna (where
1� l � L) due to K incoming signals (Figure 2) can be
expressed as

xl tð Þ ¼
XK
k¼1

yk tð Þe jw0gl qk ;fkð Þ; ð2Þ

where yk(t) is the open circuit voltage at the output of the
reference antenna due to kth impinging signal and gl (qk,
fk) is the time delay between the lth sensor and the
reference sensors for a plane wave arriving from the
direction (qk, fk). The time delay gl (qk , fk) is equal to

gl qk ;fkð Þ ¼ rl=cð Þ:v̂ qk ;fkð Þ; ð3Þ

rl is the position vector of lth antenna, c is the speed of
light in vacuum and v̂(qk, fk) is the unit vector in the
direction of (qk, fk) as depicted in Figure 1.

[10] In equation (1), Ck(t) denotes the output signal of
the ionosphere due to the kth mode and it is defined as

Ck tð Þ ¼ hk t; tð Þ*m tð Þ½ 
 exp j2pf0tð Þ; ð4Þ

where hk(t; t) is the time varying low-pass HF channel
response of the kth mode; * denotes convolution and f0 is
the carrier frequency. Fk(rk) represents the propagation of
the electromagnetic wave from the exit point at the
ionosphere to the receiverarray. If themodesareconsidered
to be point sources at the exit of the ionosphere, then the
propagation function is the free space Green’s function
which can be given as follows:

Fk rkð Þ ¼ Fk rkð Þf k ; ð5Þ

where Fk(rk) is the free space Green’s function

Fk rkð Þ ¼ jk0Z0
e�jk0rk

4prk
; ð6Þ

and fk is thepolarizationvectorof thewavewhich isdefined
according to the model given by Bertel et al. [1989]. In the
above relations, k0 is the wave number; Z0 is the free space
impedance; and rk is the distance from the exit of the
ionosphere to the reference antenna for the kth mode. The
polarization vector fk is defined as

f k ¼ 0 jpk 1½ 
T ; ð7Þ

where the polarization coefficient pk represents the
polarization of the kth mode. The superscript T denotes
the transpose.
[11] For the time varying HF channel impulse response

various alternatives are available including Watterson et
al. [1970], ITU [1998], and Bertel et al. [1996]. Any of

Figure 2. Outline of the simulation program.
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these models can be used in the simulation program. In
this study, we have chosen the model proposed by Bertel
et al. [1996] since the amplitude and polarization ratios
for each mode are defined using experimental values.
This expression for the impulse response is then
modified by adding a spread function to model the
effect of thickness of the ionospheric layers. Thus hk (t; t)
for the kth mode can be written as

hk t; tð Þ ¼ Aksp t� tkð Þ exp j Dwdk tð Þ½ 
tð Þ; ð8Þ

where Ak denotes the attenuation factor of the kth mode
and it is usually taken as a constant for all modes, sp(t) is
the spread function and an example is given in Figure 3a.
The group delay of the kth mode is denoted by tk and the
time varying Doppler shift is given as

Dwdk tð Þ ¼ 2p Dfok þ aElk cos
2pt
To

þ yk

� �� �
: ð9Þ

In the above equation,Dfok is the average doppler shift due
to daily movements of the ionosphere, a is the amplitude
proportionality coefficient in Hz and for an HF link of
1000 km, it has a typical value of 1; Elk is the elevation
angle of the kth mode and from Figure 1, Elk = 90� qk; To
denotes the perturbation period of the ionosphere due to
the gravity waves with a typical value of 15 minutes; yk

denotes the phase origin of these perturbations and it is
considered to be the same for all modes. For a fixed
observation time t0, jhk (t0; t)j is given in Figure 3b.
[12] The signal model provided in equation (1) can be

used to realize various multimode/multipath scenarios.
The simulation data obtained from such a channel model

is used in section 4 to test the performance of the
proposed MS-DOA algorithm and compare the results
with other DF algorithms like MUSIC. The simulation
parameters for the scenarios are provided in section 4.

3. Proposed Method for Multipath

Separation and Direction of Arrival

Estimation

[13] Our goal is to determine the angle of arrivals of K
modes in elevation and azimuth (qk; fk) using the L
antenna output signals and then to estimate the
impinging signals on the reference antenna as depicted
in Figure 4. Yet, these estimated signals from the K
modes do not provide the initial transmitted signal m(t).
In order to obtain m(t), further processing is necessary to
estimate the channel response. By properly equalizing
the channel impulse response corresponding to the kth
mode, channel input signal can be estimated as detailed
by Miled and Arikan [2000].
[14] As shown in Figure 1, assuming a total of K

electromagnetic waves impinging on an array of L
antennas, the angles of arrival of each wave will be
estimated by the MS-DOA algorithm by using a block
processing technique. Following a down-conversion
stage, the baseband output of the sensors are sampled
with a period of Ts. Then, blocks of length Ns samples are
formed as

xl;q ¼ xl q� 1ð ÞNsð Þ . . . xl qNsð Þ½ 
T ; ð10Þ

where q denotes the block number. Likewise, let yk,q
defined as yk,q = [ yk ((q � 1)Ns) . . . yk(q Ns)]

T denote the

Figure 3. (a) An example of spread function. (b) The magnitude of channel impulse function at a
given time t0 after the spread function in part (a) is applied.
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samples of the qth sample block of output of the
reference antenna for the kth impinging wave. In the
following, the block numbers are suppressed for
notational simplicity. The measurement model of the
impinging waves given in equation (2) can be rewritten
in the following matrix-vector form:

X ¼ YAT ; ð11Þ

where

X ¼ x1 . . . xl . . . xL½ 
 ð12Þ

Y ¼ y1 . . . yk . . . yK½ 
 ð13Þ

and

AT ¼
A1 a1ð Þ A2 a1ð Þ � � � AL a1ð Þ

..

. ..
. ..

. ..
.

A1 aKð Þ A2 aKð Þ � � � AL aKð Þ

2
64

3
75; ð14Þ

where Al akð Þ ¼ e jw0gl qk ;fkð Þ and ak = [qk fk]
T. Since xl

values are linear combinations of yk values, the rank of X
can be at most K. Thus we can find K basis vectors bk to
span the signal subspace which xl’s belong to. If X and Y
are expanded into such basis vectors, the following
expressions are obtained:

X ¼ b1 . . . bk . . . bK½ 
 X1 . . . Xk . . . XK½ 
T ð15Þ

Y ¼ b1 . . . bk . . . bK½ 
 Y1 . . . Yk . . . YK½ 
T ; ð16Þ

where Xk = [X1k X2k . . . XLk]
T and Yk = [Y1k Y2k YKk]

T.
One possible way to choose the basis vectors is to use
singular value decomposition on the antenna output
matrix X as

X ¼ USSVH ; ð17Þ

where

U ¼ u1 . . . ul . . . uL½ 
 ð18Þ

V ¼ v1 . . . vl . . . vL½ 
 ð19Þ

SS ¼

s1 0 � � � 0

0 s2 � � � 0

..

. ..
. . .

. ..
.

0 0 � � � sL

2
6664

3
7775: ð20Þ

[15] Although there are L singular values, only K of
those are effective (or dominant) due to the fact that the
rank of matrix X is K. Thus the basis vectors are chosen
as the effective first K column vectors of U as

b1 . . . bk . . . bK½ 
 ¼ u1 . . . uk . . . uK½ 
: ð21Þ

Then the effective singular value matrix �eff and
effective matrix V, Veff are used to form the coefficient
matrix in equation (15) as

X ¼ b1 . . . bk . . . bK½ 
 X1 . . . Xk . . . XK½ 
T ð22Þ

and

X1 . . . Xk . . . XK½ 
T¼

s1 0 � � � 0

0 s2 � � � 0

..

. ..
. . .

. ..
.

0 0 � � � sK

2
6664

3
7775

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
SSeff

Veff
H : ð23Þ

Once [X1 . . . Xk . . . XK] is determined, X can be
obtained from equations (21) and (22).

Figure 4. MS-DOA estimates the arrival angles and the incoming signals at the output of the
reference antenna for all modes. From this information, channel impulse response and channel
input can also be estimated as a possible extension.
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[16] If the definitions in equations (15) and (16) are
inserted back into equation (11), we obtain

b1 . . . bk . . . bK½ 
 X1 . . . Xk . . . XK½ 
T

¼ b1 . . . bk . . . bK½ 
 Y1 . . . Yk . . . YK½ 
TAT : ð24Þ

Since {b1 . . . bk . . . bK} is a basis, equation (24) implies
the following equality:

A 0 � � � 0

0 A � � � 0

..

. ..
. ..

. ..
.

0 0 � � � A

2
664

3
775

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Ag

Y1

Y2

..

.

YK

2
6664

3
7775

|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}
yg

¼

X1

X2

..

.

XK

2
6664

3
7775

|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}
xg

: ð25Þ

The above equation defines a linear system where yg has
to be determined. A solution can be obtained when the
column vector xg is in the subspace formed by the
column vectors of the matrix Ag. Because of noise, xg
has components outside the signal subspace, therefore,
an exact solution may not exist. Thus, rather than an
exact solution, the minimizer of the following cost
function can be used:

J a1; . . . ; aK ; yg
� �

¼k Agyg � xg k2; ð26Þ

where k . k denotes L2 norm. Using equation (25), the
above cost function can be written as the sum of
individual cost functions as

J a1; . . . ; aK ; yg
� �

¼
XK
k¼1

Jk ¼
XK
k¼1

k AYk � Xk k2 :

ð27Þ

We investigate the values ak and yg which will minimize
J. Because of the orthogonality property of the least
squares cost function, the individual Jk’s are minimized
when the projection of Xk’s onto the range space of A are
maximized. The projections are defined as

Pk akð Þ ¼ A AHA
� ��1

AHXk ; ð28Þ

where the superscript H denotes the Hermitian operator
and 1� k � K. Therefore, the optimal solution can be
obtained as the maximizer of the following function M:

Mða1; . . . ; aKÞ ¼
XK
k¼1

k Pk k2 : ð29Þ

Once the arrival directions are estimated as the
maximizer of M, then Yk’s can be obtained as

Yk ¼ AH ~a1; . . . ; ~aKð ÞA ~a1; . . . ; ~aKð Þ
� ��1

� AH ~a1; . . . ; ~aKð ÞXk : ð30Þ

[17] The computed Yk’s, the output signals of the
reference antenna for the kth mode, are then inserted into
the equation (16) to obtain Y. Thus, with MS-DOA
algorithm, not only the arrival angles of the incoming
signals are estimated but also the incoming signals
themselves at the output of the reference antennas are
determined. As shown in Figure 4, the impulse response
of the channel, hk (t; t) and the initial transmitted signal
m(t) can be estimated by further processing algorithms
such as those proposed by Miled and Arikan [2000].
[18] The proposed MS-DOA algorithm can be catego-

rized in the deterministic blind signal separation. Thus,
its performance is closely related to the assumed para-
metric channel model described in equations (1)–(9).
Since the assumed channel model is a realistic one, such
a deterministic approach has been preferred over the
class of stochastic techniques such as MUSIC. MS-DOA
algorithm assumes the slow variation of channel and its
parameters within a block of data which usually chosen
shorter than the stationarity period of ionospheric chan-
nel. Thus if the channel and its parameters change
significantly within the time duration of a block of data,
then the MS-DOA algorithm will fail like all other
approaches mentioned in the Introduction section.
[19] Unlike the MS-DOA algorithm, the MUSIC algo-

rithm operates on the estimated correlation matrix of the
received source signals of equation (2), which is given
by

Rx ¼ E xn � xHn
� �

; ð31Þ

where E is the expectation operator; superscript H
denotes the Hermitian; and

xn ¼ x1ðnÞ . . . xlðnÞ . . . xLðnÞ½ 
T ð32Þ

is the received antenna outputs at time sample n. Note
that, in practice, the expectation operator is replaced by
time averaging on a recent block of array outputs.
Therefore, in MUSIC, the signal and noise subspaces are
separated based on their differences in the power spectral
domain. Such a treatment provides robust estimates to
the direction of arrivals of impinging signals when the
SNR is above a certain threshold and the impinging
waveforms are not strongly correlated [Godara, 1997]. A
more detailed comparison between the statistical and
deterministic array processing approaches is presented
by Van Der Veen [1998] and Swindlehurst et al., [1997].
[20] In the above derivation of the MS-DOA algo-

rithm, it is assumed that the singular values correspond-
ing to the signal subspace are dominant (equation (23)).
When some of the source signals are relatively weaker
with respect to noise, and/or angle of arrivals of some of
the source signals are closer than the resolution power of
the sensor array, the number of dominant singular values
may be identified to be less than the number of source
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signals. In such cases, the MS-DOA algorithm (like all
other previously mentioned methods) provides reliable
estimates only for the angle of arrivals of stronger source
signals. In the next section, the performance of MS-DOA
and MUSIC algorithms will be compared for the test
scenarios.

4. Results

[21] In this section, the performance of the developed
algorithm, MS-DOA, is tested for various signal-to-noise
ratios (SNRs), angle and signal estimation errors for
typical antenna array configurations. As discussed in
detail in the Introduction, the RAKE algorithm is not
widely used in practice due to its limitations in computa-
tional complexity and high demands on memory. The
method of separation of signals using their orthogonal
polarization properties has limited application area.
These algorithms produce highly erroneous results when
the polarizations of the incoming waves are quite linear
or when the number of signals incoming from the iono-
spheric paths increase [Compton, 1981; Erhel et al.,
1994; Afraimovich et al., 1999]. As discussed previously
in this paper, MUSIC is the most commonly used DF
method in the literature for high resolution spatial
analysis due to its ease in implementation [Rogier et al.,
1991]. In spite of its drawbacks for HF DF estimation, it
forms a basis of comparison with other methods. Thus,
the performance of the new method is compared with
MUSIC out of all the other possible DF methods
mentioned in the Introduction. In order to compare the
performance of MS-DOA and MUSIC for the same
scenarios (the same simulated signal and the minimal
antenna configuration), plain MUSIC (without any
preprocessing/spatial smoothing) algorithm is chosen.
As mentioned in the previous sections, with preproces-
sing/spatial smoothing, the performance of the MUSIC
algorithm improves significantly. Yet, the number of
antennas required for these improved MUSIC algorithms
are twice as many as those required by plain MUSIC.
According to the results obtained in this section, it is
observed that the developed algorithm (MS-DOA) is
highly advantageous in estimation of arrival directions for
low SNR and small angle separation situations when
compared with plain MUSIC.
[22] The synthetic signals that are used as input to the

DF algorithms are generated from the simulation model
provided in section 2. As shown in Figure 2, the trans-
mitted signal m(t) is received from a total of K paths.
According to the equations (1), (2), and (4), the
simulation model, includes the ionospheric multipath,
free space propagation and receiving antenna effects. The
HF scenarios that are realized by the simulation program
are set based on the HF DF experiments by Edjeou et al.
[1993a, 1993b], Rogier et al. [1991], and Bertel et al.

[1989]. Thus, various parameters that are required by the
simulation program (appearing in the transmitted signal,
HF channel model, free-space propagation path and the
receiving array) are set by making use of these real life
scenarios. The noise used in the simulations is modeled as
Additive White Gaussion Noise which is commonly used
in various communication scenarios although it might not
be the best model for HF noise. For experimental setups,
and for other possible HF noise models, a prewhitening
filter would guarantee the best performance of MS-DOA
algorithm.
[23] In the simulations, the input signal m(t), is chosen

to be a bit sequence, generated at 2400 baud. In order to
obtain synthetic HF signals, the value of the group delay,
tk, in equation (8) is based on the information provided
by ITU [1998] and ITU-R [1992] for good ionospheric
channel model. The other HF channel model parameters
in equations (8) and (9) are set as suggested by Bertel et
al. [1996] and Edjeou et al. [1993b]. Namely, in equation
(9), D fok is set to 0.1 Hz, a = 1, To = 15 minutes and yk is
set to 0 for all modes. The values for the other parameters
of the simulation scenarios such as the attenuation factor,
the polarization, and the arrival angles of the modes in
equations (2), (6), (7) and (8) are obtained from the
experimental results of Bertel et al. [1996], Edjeou et al.
[1993a, 1993b], Rogier et al. [1991], and Bertel et al.
[1989].
[24] In the simulation model, the receiving array con-

sists of L identical antennas and the sensors are arranged
in a coordinate system as shown in Figure 1. The
reference antenna is placed at at r1 which is the origin of
this coordinate system. The circular crossloops are used
as sensors in the arrays The effective length of the
crossloop antenna is obtained from Lemur et al. [1997]
for the passive sensors. As described in equation (1), the
incoming electric field is projected onto the effective
length of the antennas to obtain the open circuit voltage
of each sensor. Finally, the received signals at the output
of antennas, xl(t), are demodulated to baseband and
sampled at a rate of 9600 samples/sec.
[25] Due to space and time variations of ionospheric

layers, modes can arrive to the receiving array with a wide
range of angle separation. The difference between the
arrival angles of O and X modes can be as low as a couple
of degrees and modes arriving from various layers or
from different origins can be separated by tens of degrees.
Differentiating closer modes is a challenge when the
angle separation and SNR are low due to the correlation
of modes from the same origin. Thus, the first perform-
ance criterion for a DOA algorithm is how well it can
differentiate the incoming signals for various SNRs. The
separation of angles of the incoming signals, whether they
are correlated or not, number and configuration of the
receiving antennas and SNR are some of the factors that
are effective in the performance of the DOA algorithms.
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In order to test the performance of the DOA algorithm,
the worst possible case for correlated signals is realized
with a test scenario where two synthetic signals are
generated from the same original signal corresponding
to O and X modes with equal amplitudes. The azimuthal
angles of these modes are taken equal to each other and
signals are allowed to vary only in elevation. Since there
are only two incoming signals impinging on the array
varying only in elevation, to minimize the effect of
antenna number and configuration, we set up a linear
array made up of three antennas separated by 0.5 l. For
homogeneous arrays, the minimum number of antennas
required by both MS-DOA and plain MUSIC is one more
than the number of incoming signals. For each SNR, we
checked the lowest angle separation in degrees that the
DOA algorithm can successfully differentiate. The results

are presented in Figure 5a. For this set-up, MS-DOA
(indicated by solid line) can successfully separate signals
for very low SNRs. For example, at 0 dB SNR, MS-DOA
can separate signals with only 3 degrees of difference in
elevation whereas MUSIC can differentiate signals with
7 degrees of separation. As SNR increases to 25 dB, MS-
DOA can determine the arrival angles when the separa-
tion is as low as 0.2
. Even at 40 dB SNR, MUSIC can
only separate signals with 0.5 degrees of difference in
elevation. For 1 degree of separation, MS-DOA provides
about 12 dB improvement over MUSIC.
[26] In order to observe the variations in the perform-

ance of MS-DOA and MUSIC algorithms when the
incoming signals and antenna configuration are changed,
we realized another test scenario using the parameters
provided in Table 1. The azimuthal angles are kept

Figure 5. Angle separation in elevation versus SNR for MS-DOA (solid line) and MUSIC
(dashed line) (a) for a 1 � 3 linear array and (b) for a 2 � 2 planar array.
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constant for the two incoming modes and the elevation
angles are allowed to vary for each SNR as discussed in
the previous paragraph. To receive the signals that are
incoming with two different azimuthal angles, the array
configuration is enlarged to an 2 � 2 planar array whose
sensors are separated by 0.5 l. Again for each SNR, we
checked the lowest angle separation in degrees in eleva-
tion only that the DOA algorithm can successfully differ-
entiate. In Figure 5b, with planar array, it is observed that
the MS-DOA algorithm can separate signals with 0.5
degrees difference in elevation angles for 25 dB SNR and
for the same situation, MUSIC requires 59 dB for a
successful separation. Thus, the MS-DOA can differ-
entiate signals significantly better than plain MUSIC for
situations where the signals have high correlation, low
separation in angle and low SNRs.
[27] The second important criterion in the performance

of the DOA algorithms is how well they can estimate the
arrival angles. Thus, in order to observe the amount of
error both in estimation of arrival angles and in the
estimation of the received signals at the output of the
reference antenna, the sensor outputs, that are obtained
for a simulated test scenario, are processed by both the
MS-DOA and MUSIC algorithms. Then, the errors in the
arrival angles and in the input sequence are computed for
both DF algorithms. For statistically sound observation of
error, the experiment has to be repeated N times and the
normalized standard deviation of errors should be calcu-
lated for various SNRs. For N runs, the error between the
desired angle (qk,d) and estimated angle (q0k,n) in elevation
for the kth path and for each n (where n = 1,. . ., N) can be
given as eqk;n = qk,d � q0k,n. The normalized standard
deviation of eqk;n is obtained by

s qkð Þ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffi
N

p
X

n ¼ 1N eqk;n � mqk

� �2h i1=2
; ð33Þ

where mqk is the mean of the estimation error, i.e.,
mqk ¼

P
n ¼ 1Neqk;n

� �
=N . For the azimuth, the error

between the desired and estimated angles for N runs is
defined by efk;n ¼ fk;d � f0

k;n and the normalized stan-
dard deviation is given by

s fkð Þ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffi
N

p
X

n ¼ 1N efk ;n � mfk

� �2h i1=2
; ð34Þ

where mfk
¼

P
n ¼ 1Nefk ;n

� �
=N . The normalized stan-

dard deviation of estimation errors of incoming signals at
the output of the reference antenna versus various SNRs
can be computed by defining the error between the
desired signal sequence yk,d in equation (10) as
eyk ;n ¼ yk;d � y0k;n � y0k;n is the estimated sequence in nth
run for the kth path. The normalized standard deviation is
given by

s ykð Þ ¼ 1

k yk k
1ffiffiffiffi
N

p
X

n ¼ 1N k eyk ;n �myk
k2

h i1=2
;

ð35Þ

where myk ¼
P

n ¼ 1Neyk ;n
� �

=N and k . k denotes L2
norm.
[28] In order to observe the normalized standard devia-

tions of the errors in the estimation of arrival angles and in
the estimation of reference signals, a simulated scenario is
generated on the computer using the parameters provided
in the beginning of this section and also those in Table 1.
Again, for maximum correlation between the incoming
signals, the two incoming signals are chosen to be O and
X modes that are originated from the same source. In this
scenario, there is a 2
 difference in elevation and 1

difference in azimuth between paths 1 and 2 as given in
Table 1. In order to maximize the selectivity both in
elevation and in azimuth, the receiving antennas are
arranged as a V shaped array on the x-y plane as given
in Figure 1. The antenna locations are [(0, 0); (0.5l,
0.5l); (l, l); (0.5l, 1.5l); (0, 2l)]. For various SNRs,
for this scenario, the elevation and azimuth angles are
estimated with both MS-DOA and MUSIC algorithms
N = 20 times. The normalized standard deviations of
arrival angle errors both in azimuth and elevation are
provided in Figures 6a to 6d. In estimation of all four
angles, (q1; f1 and q2; f2), MUSIC algorithm could not
estimate the values when SNR is less than 10 dB for the
elevation and 15 dB for the azimuth. Thus, the results for
the MUSIC algorithm(denoted by the dashed line) in
Figure 6 do not have the same range in SNR as MS-
DOA. As shown in Figure 6, the MS-DOA can
successfully estimate all four angles with SNRs as low
as couple of dBs. As SNR increases, the normalized
standard deviation of all angle errors are drastically
reduced to zero and thus the accuracy of estimation of
directions of arrival is significantly improved with MS-
DOA compared to MUSIC. The normalized standard
deviation of estimation errors of incoming signals at the
output of the reference antenna versus various SNRs are
plotted in Figure 7. Since MUSIC algorithm can not
estimate the incoming signals, only the results for MS-
DOA are presented in Figure 7. As can be observed from
Figure 7, the normalized standard deviations of the signal
errors decrease with increasing SNR. Even with low

Table 1. Some of the Parameters Used in the Simulation

Scenario to Observe Normalized Standard Deviation of Error in

q, f, yk

Mode Path, k Frequency qk fk
Group Delay,

tk
Virtual
Height

X 1 6.175 MHz 32
 122
 0 ms 209.2 km
O 2 6.175 MHz 34
 123
 0.2 ms 235.6 km
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SNRs, MS-DOA provides a very accurate and reliable
signal estimation.
[29] The number of antennas and how they are con-

figured in the receiving array coordinate system are
important parameters in the performance of the DF
algorithms. As discussed in the previous section and
by Godara [1997], for the basic performance of both
MS-DOA and plain MUSIC algorithms, the number of
antennas that are used in homogeneous arrays should be
one more than the number of incoming signals. As the
number of antennas increase, while the number of
incoming signals is kept constant, the performance both
DF algorithms in separation of signals and in arrival
angle estimation improves and errors decrease. In the
simulated scenarios, we chose the most basic array

configurations to minimize the effect of the antenna
arrangement. For real experimental scenarios, the
optimum number of antennas and array configuration
should be determined according to the requirements and
statistics of the desired HF link. Even though, we have
chosen the most basic configurations with minimum
number of antennas, MS-DOA has outperformed plain
MUSIC both in mode separation and estimation of
arrival angles.
[30] As it is observed from the discussions and

examples in this section, MUSIC can only separate
modes and estimate arrival angles if the correlation
between the modes is less; if the separation angle
between the modes is large; and if the SNR is high.
For low SNRs, the performance of plain MUSIC

 
 

Figure 6. Normalized standard deviations for angle error in q and f versus SNR for two paths
for MS-DOA (solid line) and MUSIC(dashed line) (a) s(q1) versus SNR, (b) s(q2) versus SNR,
(c) s(f1) versus SNR, and (d) s(f2) versus SNR.
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degrades for all scenarios. The performance of the
proposed MS-DOA algorithm is closely related to the
assumed parametric channel model. As long as the HF
channel varies slowly and its parameters do not vary
significantly within a block of data, even with mini-
mum number of sensors and low SNRs, the MS-DOA
algorithm outperforms plain MUSIC in mode separa-
tion and arrival angle estimation. With MS-DOA algo-
rithm, the estimation of reference signals is also
possible, a property which is not available in MUSIC
algorithm.
[31] The estimation of arrival angles in MS-DOA

algorithm is performed by a search for the angles which
are the minimizers of the cost function J as given in
equations (26) to (29). The search takes only a few
minutes on a standard PC for a limited angle range and
for a few incoming signals. If the angle range is enlarged
and number of incoming signals increases, the MUSIC
algorithm can not separate signals but it can be used as a
first stage to roughly narrow down the regions of interest.
Then, in those regions, MS-DOA will successfully
estimate the arrival angles with minimum computational
time. The structure of array manifold given in equations

(11) and (25) is a function of array configuration and
number of incoming signals. Thus, for a predetermined
array, it is possible to solve equation (25) in closed form.
In this manner, there is no need to search for the arrival
angles which are minimizers of the cost function. An
example of this closed form solution is provided by
Yilmaz [2000] for an 2 � 2 planar array and two
incoming signals.

5. Conclusions

[32] In this paper, a new algorithm, Multipath Sepa-
ration-Direction of Arrival(MS-DOA), is developed to
estimate arrival angles in elevation and azimuth for
signals incoming from various ionospheric paths. The
signals at the output of the reference antenna can also be
identified with high accuracy. This method forms a
basis for further estimation of HF channel and input
signal. In MS-DOA, both the array output vector and
incoming signal vector are expanded in terms of a basis
vector set. A linear equation is formed using the
coefficients of the basis vector for the array output
vector and the incoming signal vector and the array

Figure 7. Normalized standard deviations for the incoming signal at the output of the reference
antenna versus SNR for two paths for MS-DOA; s(y1) versus SNR is denoted by a solid line, s(y2)
versus SNR is denoted by asterisks.
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manifold. The angles of arrival in elevation and azimuth
which maximize the sum of the magnitude squares of
the projection of the signal coefficients on the range
space of the array manifold are the required separation
angles. Once the array manifold is estimated then the
incoming signals can also be determined using the basis
vectors and signal coefficients. The search for max-
imizing angles can be eliminated by solving the above
mentioned system in closed form. The performance of
the MS-DOA is a function of the array configuration
and number of antennas in the receiving array. For
homogeneous arrays, the minimum number of antennas
that are required by the algorithm is only one more than
the number of incoming signals. As the number of
receiving sensors increase the performance of the MS-
DOA improves. The optimum array configuration
should be determined according to the statistical struc-
ture of the desired HF link. In this paper, the perform-
ance of MS-DOA is compared with plain MUSIC, for
test scenarios which are formed with for minimum array
configurations and number of sensors. According to our
results, MS-DOA provides very accurate estimates of
arrival angles both in elevation and azimuth even at low
SNRs and small angle separations. With MS-DOA, it is
also possible to estimate the incoming signals at the
output of the reference antenna successfully. This fea-
ture is not available in MUSIC. Thus, MS-DOA pro-
vides significant improvement over MUSIC algorithm.
In a narrowed down region of interest, the computa-
tional search time for MS-DOA is comparable to that of
MUSIC for a few incoming signals. Such a search takes
only couple of minutes in a standard PC and even that
can be eliminated by solving for the arrival angles in
closed form.
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